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Wannier functions are localized wave functions that can be used to build up arbitrary wave 
packets travelling through a crystal.  They are not electron energy eigenfunctions themselves, but 
are superpositions of those energy eigenfunctions. In recent years it has been shown under what 
circumstances such functions can be built that are “exponentially localized” – that is, that are 
very confined to the neighborhood of a particular unit cell.  One of the most important recent 
developments in condensed matter physics is the demonstration of how these “exponentially 
localized Wannier functions” (ELWFs) are connected to the topology of the underlying band 
structure of the crystal, and not just to its spectral properties.  And these ELWFs are central to a 
modern, quantum mechanical description of the polarization and magnetization fields that you 
learned about in your second year course in electromagnetic theory.  
 
After an introduction to the physics of these matters, the project will involve numerical and 
analytical studies of these Wannier functions and how they can be used to help describe the 
properties of crystals, particularly their optical properties. Some of the numerical work will be 
done using part of the OpenMX  suite of codes (http://www.openmx-
square.org/whatisopenmx.html), and others, to calculate the Wannier functions, which will then 
be used to address various crystal properties.  Initial familiarity with these codes is not essential, 
but familiarity with Python and a good grasp of quantum mechanics at least at the third-year 
level is essential.  The project is suitable for students who have completed at least their 3rd year 
of undergraduate study.  
 

 
 
 
 

is invariant, even though the j ~c nki resulting from Eq. (8) are
no longer generally eigenstates ofH, and n is no longer a band
index in the usual sense.

Our goal is again to construct WFs out of these trans-
formed Bloch functions using Eq. (3). Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show, for example, what the result might eventually look like
for the case of the four occupied valence bands of Si or GaAs,
respectively. From these four bands, one obtains four equiva-
lent WFs per unit cell, each localized on one of the four
nearest-neighbor Si-Si or Ga-As bonds. The presence of a
bond-centered inversion symmetry for Si, but not GaAs, is
clearly reflected in the shapes of the WFs.

Again, we emphasize that the gauge freedom expressed in
Eq. (8) implies that the WFs are strongly nonunique. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows an alternative construction
of WFs for GaAs. The WF on the left was constructed from
the lowest valence band n ! 1, while the one on the right is
one of three constructed from bands n ! 2–4. The former
has primarily As s character and the latter has primarily
As p character, although both (and especially the latter)
contain some Ga s and p character as well. The WFs of
Figs. 2(b) and 3 are related to each other by a certain manifold

of 4" 4 unitary matrices U#k$
nm relating their Bloch transforms

in the manner of Eq. (8).
However, before we can arrive at well-localized WFs such

as those shown in Figs. 2 and 3, we again have to address
questions of smoothness of the gauge choice expressed in
Eq. (8). This issue is even more profound in the present
multiband case, since this smoothness criterion is generally
incompatible with the usual construction of Bloch functions.
That is, if we simply insert the usual Bloch functions jc nki,
defined to be eigenstates of H, into the right-hand side of
Eq. (3), it is generally not possible to produce well-localized
WFs. The problem arises when there are degeneracies among
the bands in question at certain locations in the Brillouin

zone. Consider, for example, what happens if we try to
construct a single WF from the highest occupied band
n ! 4 in GaAs. This would be doomed to failure, since this
band becomes degenerate with bands two and three at the
zone center ! as shown in Fig. 3. As a result, band four is
nonanalytic in k in the vicinity of !. The Fourier transform of
Eq. (3) would then result in a poorly localized object having
power-law tails in real space.

In such cases, therefore, the extra unitary mixing expressed
in Eq. (8) is mandatory, even if it may be optional in the case
of a set of discrete bands that do not touch anywhere in the
BZ. So, generally speaking, our procedure must be that we
start from a set of Hamiltonian eigenstates jc nki that are not
per se smooth in k, and introduce unitary rotations U#k$

mn that
‘‘cancel out’’ the discontinuities in such a way that smooth-
ness is restored, i.e., that the resulting j ~c nki of Eq. (8) obey
the smoothness condition that rkj ~c nki remains regular at all
k. Then, when these j ~c nki are inserted into Eq. (3) in place of
the jc nki, well-localized WFs should result. Explicitly, this
results in WFs constructed according to

jRni ! V

#2!$3
Z
BZ

dke%ik&R XJ

m!1

U#k$
mnjc mki: (10)

The question remains how to choose the unitary rotations

U#k$
mn so as to accomplish this task. We will see that one way to

do this is to use a projection technique, as outlined in Sec. II.A.3.
Ideally, however, we want the construction to result in WFs
that are ‘‘maximally localized’’ according to some criterion.
Methods for accomplishing this are discussed in Sec. II.C

3. Normalization conventions

In the above equations, formulated for continuous k, we
adopted the convention that Bloch functions are normalized
to one unit cell

R
V drjc nk#r$j2 ! 1, even though they extend

over the entire crystal. We also define hfjgi as the integral of
f'g over all space. With this notation, hc nkjc nki is not unity;
instead, it diverges according to the rule

hc nkjc mk0 i ! #2!$3
V

"nm"
3#k% k0$: (11)

With these conventions it is easy to check that the WFs in
Eqs. (3) and (4) are properly normalized, i.e., hRnjR0mi !
"RR0"nm.

It is often more convenient to work on a discrete uniform k
mesh instead of continuous k space.2 Letting N be the
number of unit cells in the periodic supercell, or, equivalently,
the number of mesh points in the BZ, it is possible to keep the
conventions close to the continuous case by defining the
Fourier transform pair as

(a) (b)

FIG. 2 (color online). Maximally localized Wannier functions
(MLWFs) constructed from the four valence bands of Si (a) and
GaAs [(b); Ga at upper right, As at lower left], displaying the
character of #-bonded combinations of sp3 hybrids. Isosurfaces of
different shades of gray correspond to two opposite values for the
amplitudes of the real-valued MLWFs.

FIG. 3 (color online). MLWFs constructed from the s band (left)
or from the three p bands (right) of GaAs.

2The discretization of k space amounts to imposing periodic
boundary conditions on the Bloch wave functions over a supercell in
real space. Thus, it should be kept in mind that the WFs given by
Eqs. (12) and (14) are not truly localized, as they also display the
supercell periodicity (and are normalized to a supercell volume).
Under these circumstances the notion of ‘‘Wannier localization’’
refers to localization within one supercell, which is meaningful for
supercells chosen large enough to ensure negligible overlap between
a WF and its periodic images.
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